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Distilled wisdom from two publishing pros for every serious nonfiction author in
search of big commercial success. Over 50,000 books are published in America
each year, the vast majority nonfiction. Even so, many writers are stymied in
getting their books published, never mind gaining significant attention for their
ideas—and substantial sales. This is the book editors have been recommending to
would-be authors. Filled with trade secrets, Thinking Like Your Editor explains: •
why every proposal should ask and answer five key questions; • how to tailor
academic writing to a general reader, without losing ideas or dumbing down your
work; • how to write a proposal that editors cannot ignore; • why the most
important chapter is your introduction; • why "simple structure, complex ideas" is
the mantra for creating serious nonfiction; • why smart nonfiction editors regularly
reject great writing but find new arguments irresistible. Whatever the topic, from
history to business, science to philosophy, law, or gender studies, this book is
vital to every serious nonfiction writer.
This is an easy-to-read volume that shows just how any writer can become the
published author of his or her own book. Using information from her own
experiences, the author of Publish Your Own Book shows the reader how to:
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copyright a book and get the Library of Congress number, work with a printer,
choose and eye-catching cover, determine a profitable cover price, get free
publicity, promote the book on radio and television, work with a co-author (if
desired), get the book reviewed in major newspapers, sell through the mail, sell
through distributors, and much more. Getting a book accepted and published
today by one of the major publishing houses is difficult, and for many excellent
writers, nearly impossible. For that reason, hundreds of authors are choosing to
self-publish their own books. This book shows how to do just that.
In an age when local daily papers with formerly robust reporting are cutting
sections and even closing their doors, the contributors to The Life of Kings
celebrate the heyday of one such paper, the Baltimore Sun, when it set the
agenda for Baltimore, was a force in Washington, and extended its reach around
the globe. Contributors like David Simon, creator of HBO’s The Wire, and
renowned political cartoonist Kevin Kallaugher (better known as KAL), tell what it
was like to work in what may have been the last golden age of American
newspapers -- when journalism still seemed like “the life of kings” that H.L.
Mencken so cheerfully remembered. The writers in this volume recall the
standards that made the Sun and other fine independent newspapers a bulwark
of civic life for so long. Their contributions affirm that the core principles they
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followed are no less imperative for the new forms of journalism: a strong sense of
the public interest in whose name they were acting, a reverence for accuracy,
and an obligation to keep faith with the reader.
As Madison’s Capital Times marks its 100th anniversary in 2017, editors Dave
Zweifel and John Nichols recall the remarkable history of a newspaper that
served as the tribune of Robert M. La Follette and the progressive movement,
earned the praise of Franklin Delano Roosevelt for its stalwart opposition to
fascism, battled Joe McCarthy during the "Red Scare," championed civil rights,
women’s rights, and LGBTQ rights, opposed the Vietnam War and the invasion
of Iraq, and stood with Russ Feingold when he cast the only US Senate vote
against the Patriot Act. The Capital Times did not do this from New York or
Washington but from the middle of America, with a readership of farmers, factory
workers, teachers, and shopkeepers who stood by The Cap Times when the
newspaper was boycotted, investigated, and attacked for its determination. At a
point when journalism is under assault, when newspapers struggle to survive,
and "old media" struggles to find its way in a digital age, The Capital Times
remains unbowed—still living up to the description Lord Francis Williams, the
British newspaper editor, wrote 50 years ago: "The vast majority of American
papers are as dull as weed-covered ditch-water; vast Saharas of cheap
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advertising with occasional oases of editorial matter written to bring happiness to
the Chamber of Commerce and pain and irritation to none; the bland leading the
bland.... Just here and there are a few relics of the old fighting muckraking
tradition of American journalism, like The Capital Times of Madison."
Finalist for the 1991 National Book Award and a New York Times Notable book,
Praying for Sheetrock is the story of McIntosh County, a small, isolated, and
lovely place on the flowery coast of Georgia--and a county where, in the 1970s,
the white sheriff still wielded all the power, controlling everything and everybody.
Somehow the sweeping changes of the civil rights movement managed to
bypass McIntosh entirely. It took one uneducated, unemployed black man,
Thurnell Alston, to challenge the sheriff and his courthouse gang--and to change
the way of life in this community forever. "An inspiring and absorbing account of
the struggle for human dignity and racial equality" (Coretta Scott King)
From the author of Hostage to Fortune; The Letters of Joseph P. Kennedy
("Superb" —Michael Beschloss; "Remarkable" —Arthur Schlesinger), the
galvanizing story of Eleanor Medill (Cissy) Patterson, celebrated debutante and
socialte, scion of the Chicago Tribune empire, and the twentieth century's first
woman editor in chief and publisher of a major metropolitan daily newspaper, the
Washington Times-Herald. She was called the most powerful woman in America,
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surpassing Eleanor Roosevelt, Bess Truman, Clare Boothe Luce, and Dorothy
Schiff. Cissy Patterson was from old Republican stock. Her grandfather was
Joseph Medill, firebrand abolitionist, mayor of Chicago, editor in chief and
principal owner of the Chicago Tribune, and one of the founders of the
Republican Party who delivered the crucial Ohio delegation to Abraham Lincoln
at the convention of 1860. Cissy Patterson's brother, Joe Medill Patterson,
started the New York Daily News. Her pedigree notwithstanding, Cissy Patterson
came to publishing shortly before her forty-ninth birthday, in 1930, with almost no
practical journalistic or editorial experience and a life out of the pages of Edith
Wharton (or more likely the other way around: shades of Cissy are everywhere in
the Countess Olenska). Amanda Smith writes that in the summer of 1930, Cissy
Patterson, educated at the turn of the century at Miss Porter's School in
Farmington, Connecticut, for a vocation of marriage and motherhood and a place
in society, took over William Randolph Hearst's foundering Washington Herald
and began to learn what others believed she could never grasp—how to run and
build up a newspaper. She vividly lived out the Medill family's editorial motto (at
least in spirit): "When you grandmother gets raped, put it on the front page."
Patterson soon bought from Hearst the Herald's evening sister paper, the
Washington Times, merged the two, and became editor, publisher, and sole
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proprietor of a big-city newspaper, a position almost unprecedented in American
history. The effect of the merger was "electric"... By 1945, the Washington TimesHerald, with ten daily editions, was clearing an annual profit of more than $1
million. Amanda Smith, in this huge, fascinating biography gives us the
(infamous) life and monumental times of Cissy Patterson, scourge of liberals,
advocate of appeasing Hitler, lover of poodles, and hater of FDR. Here is her
twentieth-century Washington: its politics and society, scandals and feuds, and at
the center—the fierce newspaper wars that consumed and drove the country's
press titans, as Patterson took the Washington Times-Herald from a chronic tailender in circulation and advertising, ranked fifth in the town, and made it into the
most widely read round-the-clock daily in the national's capital, deemed by many
to be "the damndest newspaper to ever hit the streets."
Chick lit: A genre of fiction that often recycles the following plot: Girl in big city
desperately searches for Mr. Right in between dieting and shopping for shoes.
Girl gets dumped (sometimes repeatedly). Girl finds Prince Charming. This Is Not
Chick Lit is a celebration of America’s most dynamic literary voices, as well as a
much needed reminder that, for every stock protagonist with a designer handbag
and three boyfriends, there is a woman writer pushing the envelope of literary
fiction with imagination, humor, and depth. The original short stories in this
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collection touch on some of the same themes as chick lit–the search for love and
identity–but they do so with extraordinary power, creativity, and range; they are
also political, provocative, and, at turns, utterly surprising. Featuring marquee
names as well as burgeoning talents, This Is Not Chick Lit will nourish your heart,
and your mind. Including these original stories: “The Thing Around Your Neck”
by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie “Two Days” by Aimee Bender “An Open Letter
to Doctor X” by Francine Prose “Gabe” by Holiday Reinhorn “Documents of
Passion Love” by Carolyn Ferrell “Volunteers Are Shining Stars” by Curtis
Sittenfeld “Selling the General” by Jennifer Egan “The Seventy-two-Ounce
Steak Challenge” by Dika Lam “Love Machine” by Samantha Hunt “Ava Bean”
by Jennifer S. Davis “Embrace” by Roxana Robinson “The Epiphany Branch” by
Mary Gordon “Joan, Jeanne, La Pucelle, Maid of Orléans” by Judy Budnitz
“Gabriella, My Heart” by Cristina Henríquez “The Red Coat” by Caitlin Macy
“The Matthew Effect” by Binnie Kirshenbaum “The Recipe” by Lynne Tillman
“Meaning of Ends” by Martha Witt Praise for This Is Not Chick Lit “This Is Not
Chick Lit is important not only for its content, but for its title. I’ll know we’re
getting somewhere when equally talented male writers feel they have to separate
themselves from the endless stream of fiction glorifying war, hunting and sports
by naming an anthology This Is Not a Guy Thing.”—Gloria Steinem “These
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voices, diverse and almost eerily resonant, offer us a refreshing breath of
womanhood-untamed, ungroomed, and unglossed.”—Elle
An in-depth look at how The New York Times failed in its coverage of the fate of
European Jews from 1939–45. It examines how the decisions that were made at The
Times ultimately resulted in the minimizing and misunderstanding of modern history's
worst genocide. Laurel Leff, a veteran journalist and professor of journalism, recounts
how personal relationships at the newspaper, the assimilationist tendencies of The
Times' Jewish owner, and the ethos of mid-century America, all led The Times to
consistently downplay news of the Holocaust. It recalls how news of Hitler's 'final
solution' was hidden from readers and - because of the newspaper's influence on other
media - from America at large. Buried by The Times is required reading for anyone
interested in America's response to the Holocaust and for anyone curious about how
journalists determine what is newsworthy.
This book tells the story of the turbulent decades when the book publishing industry
collided with the great technological revolution of our time. From the surge of ebooks to
the self-publishing explosion and the growing popularity of audiobooks, Book Wars
provides a comprehensive and fine-grained account of technological disruption in one
of our most important and successful creative industries. Like other sectors, publishing
has been thrown into disarray by the digital revolution. The foundation on which this
industry had been based for 500 years – the packaging and sale of words and images
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in the form of printed books – was called into question by a technological revolution that
enabled symbolic content to be stored, manipulated and transmitted quickly and
cheaply. Publishers and retailers found themselves facing a proliferation of new players
who were offering new products and services and challenging some of their most
deeply held principles and beliefs. The old industry was suddenly thrust into the
limelight as bitter conflicts erupted between publishers and new entrants, including
powerful new tech giants who saw the world in very different ways. The book wars had
begun. While ebooks were at the heart of many of these conflicts, Thompson argues
that the most fundamental consequences lie elsewhere. The print-on-paper book has
proven to be a remarkably resilient cultural form, but the digital revolution has
transformed the industry in other ways, spawning new players which now wield
unprecedented power and giving rise to an array of new publishing forms. Most
important of all, it has transformed the broader information and communication
environment, creating new challenges and new opportunities for publishers as they
seek to redefine their role in the digital age. This unrivalled account of the book
publishing industry as it faces its greatest challenge since Gutenberg will be essential
reading for anyone interested in books and their future.
Examines the high cost of raising children in a consumer-driven society, exploring the
billion-dollar baby business to critique the marketing, hype, and consumerism that
causes parents to raise overprotected, overstimulated, and over-privileged children.
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An unlikely high school newspaper editor fights to cover a local murder case and learns
what is most important in friendship, in journalism, and in life. Lisa Rives had higher
expectations for sophomore year. Her beauty queen mom wonders why she can't be
more like other 15-year-old girls in their small Alabama town. Lisa's Dad, well, she
suspects he's having an affair with a colleague at his top-secret job. Her friend Preethy
seems to be drifting away, and Lisa spends her schooldays dodging creepy boys and
waiting to graduate. Then she finds herself in charge of her high school newspaper,
which is the last thing she wanted--school newspapers are for popular kids and clubjoiners, not outcasts like her, and besides, the stories are never about anything you
actually want to know. But after accidentally tipping the scales in the school election,
then deciding to cover a "real" story--the upcoming execution of a local man charged
with murder--and becoming a surprise news story herself, Lisa learns some hard
lessons about friendship and truth-telling. As Lisa navigates the dilemmas, challenges,
and unintended consequences of journalism, she finds her life--and her
convictions--changing in ways she couldn't have imagined. Tell It True is a sometimes
hilarious, sometimes devastating, always relatable coming-of-age story about the
importance of speaking the truth in a world of denial and fake news.
In this memoir, Lockwood draws upon his forty years in the newspaper industry as a
reporter and editor, offering a unique glimpse into the world of newspaper cartoon
strips. He details the production and promotion of countless comic strips, while also
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providing his own assessments of the most iconic cartoonists of the last half-century.
The book is filled with fascinating anecdotes about his relationships with some of
America's greatest cartoonists and the syndicate reps who sold their cartoon strips.
Peanuts, Pogo, and Hobbes uses the story of one man's obsession with comic book
heroes to give voice to a larger narrative about comic strips, their creators, the
newspaper industry, and the era of American history that encompassed them all.
"A reminder that even the smallest newspapers can hold the most powerful among us
accountable."—The New York Times Book Review Watch the documentary Storm Lake
on PBS. Iowa plays an outsize role in national politics. Iowa introduced Barack Obama
and voted bigly for Donald Trump. But is it a bellwether for America, a harbinger of its
future? Art Cullen’s answer is complicated and honest. In truth, Iowa is losing ground.
The Trump trade wars are hammering farmers and manufacturers. Health insurance
premiums and drug prices are soaring. That’s what Iowans are dealing with, and the
problems they face are the problems of the heartland. In this candid and timely book,
Art Cullen—the Storm Lake Times newspaperman who won a Pulitzer Prize for taking on
big corporate agri-industry and its poisoning of local rivers—describes how the heartland
has changed dramatically over his career. In a story where politics, agriculture, the
environment, and immigration all converge, Cullen offers an unsentimental ode to rural
America and to the resilient people of a vibrant community of fifteen thousand in
Northwest Iowa, as much survivors as their town.
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After twenty-six years, Ann Marie Adler has no choice but to return home to confront
the memories that haunt her: her father's mind hobbled by a war long since over, her
mother's ugly choices, her sister's anguishing secret. In her first novel, Shelli Johnson
weaves the struggles, strengths, vulnerabilities, and hopes of a girl fighting to discover
faith in the midst of crisis, of a father confronting a brutal past, of a mother trying to
salvage her family, of a sister coping the only way she knows how.
McCord recounts his successful efforts as editor and publisher of the Santa Fe Reporter in
New Mexico to fend off the Gannett corporation's takeover, and to help save a small Green
Bay daily newspaper from Gannett, the nation's largest newspaper chain. For general readers,
journalists, and students. Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
"From the longest-running, most trusted book review in America comes a celebration of The
New York Times Book Review, including reviews, essays, and interviews, showcasing the
best, worst, funniest, strangest, and influential literary coverage since its beginnings in 1896"-Attending a friend's wedding in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, Samantha Bravencourt finds
life changing decisions need to be made after she meets up with Carson, a fellow teacher who
broke her heart, and Lien, a young Amerasian refugee in search of her mother.
PN Balji is a veteran journalist with more than 40 years’ experience in Singapore journalism
and has worked in five newspapers, three of them as Editor. His experience spans print,
broadcast and digital journalism. He is one of Singapore’s most well-known media
personalities and has provided communications advisory services to both public and private
sector organisations in Singapore, including government ministries, statutory boards and
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tertiary institutions.
It was a time of unregulated madness. And nowhere was it madder than in Chicago at the
dawn of the Roaring Twenties. Enter a slick, smooth-talking, charismatic lawyer named Leo
Koretz, who enticed hundreds of people to invest as much as $30 million—upward of $400
million today—in phantom timberland and nonexistent oil wells in Panama. This rip-roaring tale
of greed, financial corruption, dirty politics, over-the-top and under-the-radar deceit, illicit sex,
and a brilliant and wildly charming con man on the town, then on the lam, is not only a rich and
detailed account of a man and an era; it’s a fascinating look at the methods of swindlers
throughout history. As Model Ts rumbled down Michigan Avenue, gang-war shootings
announced Al Capone’s rise to underworld domination. As bedecked partygoers thronged to
the Drake Hotel’s opulent banquet rooms, corrupt politicians held court in thriving speakeasies
and the frenzy of stock market gambling was rampant. Leo Koretz was the Bernie Madoff of his
day, and Dean Jobb shows us that the American dream of easy wealth is a timeless
commodity. “Intoxicating and impressively researched, Jobb’s immorality tale provides a
sobering post-Madoff reminder that those who think everything is theirs for the taking are
destined to be taken.” —The New York Times Book Review “Captivating . . . A story that
seems to be as American as it can get, and it’s told well.” —The Christian Science Monitor “A
masterpiece of narrative set-up and vivid language . . . Jobb vividly . . . brings the Chicago of
the 1880s and ‘90s to life.” —Chicago Tribune “This cautionary tale of 1920s greed and
excess reads like it could happen today.” —The Associated Press
Newspaper Design showcases the best of editorial and graphic design from the most
renowned newspapers across the world, and proves that skillful news design matters more
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than ever before. Over recent years, the world of news making has dramatically changed.
Newspaper Design examines the forces that have transformed the industry and showcases the
best of editorial design in the news context. Following the shift to digital, the role of visual
journalists has evolved. As our reading habits change, so do the ways in which designers deal
with typography, grid systems and illustration in order to tell a story in the most engaging way.
Newspaper Design discusses the daily challenges of journalists and editorial designers, and
introduces the work of the teams behind some of the most influential newspapers, such as the
New York Times, the Guardian, and Libération. Unique insights from professionals paired with
outstanding visual examples reveal the inner workings of the news industry and make
Newspaper Design a must-have for designers, publishers and journalists. Javier Errea is the
director of Errea Communications, president of the Spanish chapter of the Society for News
Design, and coordinator for the Malofiej World Summit and International Infographics Awards.
A society that isn’t sure what’s true can’t function, but increasingly we no longer seem to
know who or what to believe. We’re barraged by a torrent of lies, half-truths and propaganda:
how do we even identify good journalism any more? At a moment of existential crisis for the
news industry, in our age of information chaos, News and How to Use It shows us how. From
Bias to Snopes, from Clickbait to TL;DR, and from Fact-Checkers to the Lamestream Media,
here is a definitive user’s guide for how to stay informed, tell truth from fiction and hold those
in power accountable in the modern age.

More information to be announced soon on this forthcoming title from Penguin
USA
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How does Kramer exemplify the entrepreneurial process? How does George's
penchant for risk taking prepare him to be a better entrepreneur than Jerry? What
important trends for potential entrepreneurial opportunities does Elaine miss?
What does Newman's attempt to be entrepreneurial teach us about the disruption
of traditional value chains and business models?The Startup of Seinfeld is written
by a professor of strategy and entrepreneurship who can't watch an episode of
Seinfeld without thinking about its implications for aspiring entrepreneurs.
Although not intended to be a how-to textbook for creating a successful startup,
this book presents concepts and principles of entrepreneurship and then links the
reader to actual Seinfeld clips as a context for their application. A fresh twist on
"edutainment," this multimedia approach combines words, graphics, and video to
bring the worlds of academia and popular culture together.Get your internetconnected device ready and dive into a realm of entrepreneurship that transforms
the greatest show about nothing into?something."This multimedia book is a
serious introduction to entrepreneurship, but it's also seriously fun." - William
Irwin, editor of Seinfeld and Philosophy: A Book about Everything and
Nothing"Livengood brings a fresh and innovative perspective to entrepreneurship
education . . . I'm all in for this book!" - Diana Kander, author of All-in Startup"This
book is a must for every entrepreneur or wannabe. Not just informative, but also
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clever and fun. A winning combination from a guy who knows his stuff." - Ray
Lindstrom, author of FEARLESS! Confessions of a Serial Entrepreneur
"The official style guide used by the writers and editors of the world's most
authoritative news organization."
Leading book editors, columnists, critics, and reviewers offer tips on selecting
and appraising books as well as writing reviews for newspapers, magazines,
television and radio
Examines the growth of book clubs, reading groups, and new forms of book
reviewing in the first half of the twentieth century to chronicle the rise of
middlebrow culture
A gripping novel about a mid-life mother trying to make up for the one moment
she failed her daughter. "Montpelier Tomorrow" asks the questions: How far
should we go in trying to save our loved ones?; and, When should a mother save
herself? When Colleen's son-in-law is diagnosed with ALS, she moves in to be
his caregiver and discovers that her efforts to help only make her daughter's life
more complicated.--Publisher.
Named a New York Times Notable Book of 2018 and a Best Book of 2018 by
NPR, The New York Times Book Review, Amazon, The Boston Globe, LitHub,
Vulture, Slate, Elle, Vox, and Electric Literature “Tana French’s best and most
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intricately nuanced novel yet.” —The New York Times An “extraordinary”
(Stephen King) and “mesmerizing” (LA Times) new standalone novel from the
master of crime and suspense and author of the forthcoming novel The Searcher.
From the writer who “inspires cultic devotion in readers” (The New Yorker) and
has been called “incandescent” by Stephen King, “absolutely mesmerizing” by
Gillian Flynn, and “unputdownable” (People) comes a gripping new novel that
turns a crime story inside out. Toby is a happy-go-lucky charmer who’s dodged a
scrape at work and is celebrating with friends when the night takes a turn that will
change his life—he surprises two burglars who beat him and leave him for dead.
Struggling to recover from his injuries, beginning to understand that he might
never be the same man again, he takes refuge at his family’s ancestral home to
care for his dying uncle Hugo. Then a skull is found in the trunk of an elm tree in
the garden—and as detectives close in, Toby is forced to face the possibility that
his past may not be what he has always believed. A spellbinding standalone from
one of the best suspense writers working today, The Witch Elm asks what we
become, and what we’re capable of, when we no longer know who we are.
An urgent account of the revolution that has upended the news business, written by one of the
most accomplished journalists of our time Technology has radically altered the news
landscape. Once-powerful newspapers have lost their clout or been purchased by owners with
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particular agendas. Algorithms select which stories we see. The Internet allows consequential
revelations, closely guarded secrets, and dangerous misinformation to spread at the speed of
a click. In Breaking News, Alan Rusbridger demonstrates how these decisive shifts have
occurred, and what they mean for the future of democracy. In the twenty years he spent editing
The Guardian, Rusbridger managed the transformation of the progressive British daily into the
most visited serious English-language newspaper site in the world. He oversaw an
extraordinary run of world-shaking scoops, including the exposure of phone hacking by London
tabloids, the Wikileaks release of U.S.diplomatic cables, and later the revelation of Edward
Snowden’s National Security Agency files. At the same time, Rusbridger helped The Guardian
become a pioneer in Internet journalism, stressing free access and robust interactions with
readers. Here, Rusbridger vividly observes the media’s transformation from close range while
also offering a vital assessment of the risks and rewards of practicing journalism in a highimpact, high-stress time.
Between the 1970s and the 1990s American journalists began telling the news by telling
stories. They borrowed narrative techniques, transforming sources into characters, events into
plots, and their own work from stenography to anthropology. This was more than a change in
style. It was a change in substance, a paradigmatic shift in terms of what constituted news and
how it was being told. It was a turn toward narrative journalism and a new culture of news,
propelled by the storytelling movement. Thomas Schmidt analyzes the expansion of narrative
journalism and the corresponding institutional changes in the American newspaper industry in
the last quarter of the twentieth century. In doing so, he offers the first institutionally situated
history of narrative journalism’s evolution from the New Journalism of the 1960s to long-form
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literary journalism in the 1990s. Based on the analysis of primary sources, industry
publications, and oral history interviews, this study traces how narrative techniques developed
and spread through newsrooms, advanced by institutional initiatives and a growing network of
practitioners, proponents, and writing coaches who mainstreamed the use of storytelling.
Challenging the popular belief that it was only a few talented New York reporters (Tome Wolfe,
Jimmy Breslin, Gay Talese, Joan Didion, and others) who revolutionized journalism by
deciding to employ storytelling techniques in their writing, Schmidt shows that the evolution of
narrative in late twentieth century American Journalism was more nuanced, more purposeful,
and more institutionally based than the New Journalism myth suggests.
From the bestselling author of Lily and the Octopus comes a novel about a struggling writer
who gets his big break, with a little help from the most famous woman in America. After years
of trying to make it as a writer in 1990s New York City, James Smale finally sells his novel to
an editor at a major publishing house: none other than Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis.
Jackie--or Mrs. Onassis, as she's known in the office--has fallen in love with James's candidly
autobiographical novel, one that exposes his own dysfunctional family. But when the book's
forthcoming publication threatens to unravel already fragile relationships, both within his family
and with his partner, James finds that he can't bring himself to finish the manuscript. Jackie
and James develop an unexpected friendship, and she pushes him to write an authentic
ending, encouraging him to head home to confront the truth about his relationship with his
mother. Then a long-held family secret is revealed, and he realizes his editor may have had a
larger plan that goes beyond the page... From the bestselling author of Lily and the Octopus
comes a funny, poignant, and highly original novel about an author whose relationship with his
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very famous book editor will change him forever--both as a writer and a son.
An inside look at the politics of book reviewing, from the assignment and writing of reviews to
why critics think we should listen to what they have to say Taking readers behind the scenes in
the world of fiction reviewing, Inside the Critics’ Circle explores the ways critics evaluate books
despite the inherent subjectivity involved and the uncertainties of reviewing when seemingly
anyone can be a reviewer. Drawing on interviews with critics from such venues as the New
York Times, Los Angeles Times, and Washington Post, Phillipa Chong delves into the
complexities of the review-writing process, including the considerations, values, and cultural
and personal anxieties that shape what critics do. Chong explores how critics are paired with
review assignments, why they accept these time-consuming projects, how they view their own
qualifications for reviewing certain books, and the criteria they employ when making literary
judgments. She discovers that while their readers are of concern to reviewers, they are
especially worried about authors on the receiving end of reviews. As these are most likely
peers who will be returning similar favors in the future, critics’ fears and frustrations factor into
their willingness or reluctance to write negative reviews. At a time when traditional review
opportunities are dwindling while other forms of reviewing thrive, book reviewing as a
professional practice is being brought into question. Inside the Critics’ Circle offers readers a
revealing look into critics’ responses to these massive transitions and how, through their
efforts, literary values get made.
History of the New York Times from 1851-1921.
People Pick • O Magazine Title to Pick Up Now • Vanity Fair Hot Type • Glamour New Book
You’re Guaranteed to Love This Summer • LitHub.com Best Book about Books • Buzzfeed
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Book You Need to Read This Summer • Seattle Times Book for Summer Reading • Warby
Parker Blog Book Pick • Google Talks • Harper’s Bazaar • Vogue •The Washington Post •
The Economist • The Christian Science Monitor • Salon • The Atlantic Imagine keeping a
record of every book you’ve ever read. What would this reading trajectory say about you? With
passion, humor, and insight, the editor of The New York Times Book Review shares the stories
that have shaped her life. Pamela Paul has kept a single book by her side for twenty-eight
years – carried throughout high school and college, hauled from Paris to London to Thailand,
from job to job, safely packed away and then carefully removed from apartment to house to its
current perch on a shelf over her desk – reliable if frayed, anonymous-looking yet deeply
personal. This book has a name: Bob. Bob is Paul’s Book of Books, a journal that records
every book she’s ever read, from Sweet Valley High to Anna Karenina, from Catch-22 to
Swimming to Cambodia, a journey in reading that reflects her inner life – her fantasies and
hopes, her mistakes and missteps, her dreams and her ideas, both half-baked and
wholehearted. Her life, in turn, influences the books she chooses, whether for solace or
escape, information or sheer entertainment. But My Life with Bob isn’t really about those
books. It’s about the deep and powerful relationship between book and reader. It’s about the
way books provide each of us the perspective, courage, companionship, and imperfect selfknowledge to forge our own path. It’s about why we read what we read and how those choices
make us who we are. It’s about how we make our own stories.
The global response to the Covid-19 pandemic is the greatest science policy failure in a
generation. We knew this was coming. Warnings about the threat of a new pandemic have
been made repeatedly since the 1980s and it was clear in January that a dangerous new virus
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was causing a devastating human tragedy in China. And yet the world ignored the warnings.
Why? In this short and hard-hitting book, Richard Horton, editor of the medical journal The
Lancet, scrutinizes the actions that governments around the world took – and failed to take –
as the virus spread from its origins in Wuhan to the global pandemic that it is today. He shows
that many Western governments and their scientific advisors made assumptions about the
virus and its lethality that turned out to be mistaken. Valuable time was lost while the virus
spread unchecked, leaving health systems unprepared for the avalanche of infections that
followed. Drawing on his own scientific and medical expertise, Horton outlines the measures
that need to be put in place, at both national and international levels, to prevent this kind of
catastrophe from happening again. We’re supposed to be living in an era where human beings
have become the dominant influence on the environment, but Covid-19 has revealed the
fragility of our societies and the speed with which our systems can come crashing down. We
need to learn the lessons of this pandemic and we need to learn them fast because the next
pandemic may arrive sooner than we think.
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